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Culture?

• The subtitle of this symposium is managing 

multiplayer culture

• So what’s culture ?

• “anything that is based on learning and that is 

passed on among individuals”

– Cultural anthropology, Daniel g. bates

• What’s multiplayer culture?

• Hmm, well, Many endeavours are multiplayer

– Football, Monopoly, quiz shows, Counterstrike…

• I’m going with the culture of virtual 

worlds, though
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What I hope to show

• A Vw’s culture affects its players’ behaviour

• Much of the culture in any new vw comes from 

that imported by its early players

• Designers do have significant influence on their 

vw’s culture, through the vw’s design

• Designers need to understand what their vw’s

culture will look like while they are designing 

it, given its likely starting population

• Designers should therefore know something 

about vw cultures in general

• Some other diaphanous stuff, too…

Whence culture?

• The Culture of a vw is shaped by 3 factors:

– what players bring with them from elsewhere

• The real world or other VWs

– The design of the virtual world

• Liz Reid:  people are more open in VWs because of the

pseudonymity these afford, not because they come 

from some more open part of real-world society

– The culture of the VW itself

• Generation to generation – yes, it’s a recursive definition

• Could add a 4th factor (limits of the human 

body), but that’s perhaps going a bit too far

– Until we have artificially intelligent bots, anyway…
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Rw culture

• Outside the vw, culture comes from factors 

beyond vw designers’ control

– Except that vws, as a cultural phenomenon, can have 

some effect

• Arrows suggest maximum possible influence

Culture of vw

Cultures of other vws Cultures of rw

Design 

Of vw

Two-way transfer

• Real-world culture dominates, but transfer 

can be two-way

• Example:

– players use real-world language (eg. english)

– Real-world language uses some VW terms (eg. newbie)

• most effects are much harder to ascertain

– Has the fact that croSs-gender play is accepted 

In VWs had any effect on the real world?

• If yes, what?

• If no, how come it’s resisted negative RW cultural 

perceptions for so long, then?

• Faint promise of art with political effects?
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Seed cultures

• Latin, colere – to till – thence eg. horticulture

• a vw’s design can only shape the culture its 
sEed players bring with them
– From the real world and other virtual worlds

• There is some uniformity because there’s a 
cultural family trEe for vws
– Hearkening back to mud1

• But dikumuds and mOos (for example) do 
have noticeably different cultures

• This is because the cultural family tree 
reflects the codebase family tree
– design matTers

Arrow strength

• Seed players are important, but they can be 

irRelevant

• Mud2 had two incarnations with the same seed 

players and same program code that 

nevertheless developed difFerent cultures

– One drew its players from mainly U.S. professionals

– The other drew its players from mainly U.K. teens

• Maybe I should keEp that 4th point about human hardware?

• How much of everquest’s dikumudish culture is 

due to its having dikumud players seEd it, and 

how much is due to its identical gameplay?
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New culture

• When reid wrote her cultural formations thesis, 

distinct cultures for new vws could form 

spontaneously

• This is much harder now, as large sections 

of any new vw’s population will likely have 

experienced some vw previously

– immigrating Players bringing in cultural bagGage

• Today’s vws begin with a coMmon cultural 

heritage and have to evolve from there

– Shaped mainly by the vw’s design

– Which may mean a culture shock – eg. PD, branding

boundaries

• the main cultural crucibles are the various 

instantiations of vws

– Individual shards have different histories, admins, …

– Sufficiently remote from each other to be independent

– Enough interaction between players at this level to 

sustain continual cultural development

• But some kul+ur3Z croSs vw boundaries

• There can also be sub-cultures within individual 

instantiations

– culturally distinct Guilds, classes, “races”, …

– Mud1’s internals and externals
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Caution!

• Need to remember “culture” exists at many levels
– mP, vw, codebase, world, instantiation, group

• A culture lower down inherits some – but not 
aLl – aspects of the culture above it

• Higher-up cultures are only approximations of 
the intersection of the cultures below them

• This is standard anthropology stuff
– But it didn’t stop people lumping the entire 
internet together as being “addictive” or 
“cyberspace” or “paedophile heaven”…

• When we talk about “vw culture”, we must 
ensure it’s clear which cultural level we mean

managing

• As mentioned earlier, The subtitle of this 

symposium is managing 

multiplayer culture

• What sense of the word “manage” is this?

• There are 2 basic meanings:
– To supervise or control. “I managed a company”

– To cope. “I managed the sheep’s eyeball soup”

• Does “I managed the meeting” mean you supervised 

it or contrived against the odds to attend it?

• I’ll deal with both meanings here
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Who manages?

• In addition to this, there’s also the question of 

who it is doing the managing

– The developers?

– The players?

– Observers?

• I only have time for one of these here, so I’m 

going to focus on developers

• The others are interesting, though!

– Example: rl cultural groups may not be able to 

represent themselves in vws – bad news if the way 

they look is a big part of their sense of identity?

What architects know

• the real environment shapes real culture

– “why are the british so tolerant?”

– “why are tower blocks such soulless places?”

• When architects design new estates, they consider 

what kind of coMmunity to foster

– Nowadays, It’s Inconceivable that they wouldn’t

• The same strictures apply to designers of vws

• A virtual environment shapes virtual

culture 

• Aside: I’m equating community with culture here, 

which isn’t quite correct but it’s close enough
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developers

• a vw’s culture is always shaped by its 

design, therefore it is impoSsible to design a

vw and not manage (in both senses of the 

word) the cultural behaviour it effects

– Because daniel pargman: code begets community

• Subtitle: on social and technical aspects of managing a 
virtual community (my emphasis)

• This means that management is part of what a 

designer designs

– You have to design management

• Important: you can’t design community, 

you can just define the box into which it pours

Pause for breath…

• I’m now going to look at the why and the 

what of managing vw culture

• I’ll be using both senses of “manage”, because 

people usually only focus on the “control” one

– You have to Bring a fire under control first; only 

then can you control it

• So this means I’ll be discussing:

– Why developers would want to cope with vw culture

– why developers would want to supervise vw culture

– What sort of things developers have to cope with

– What sort of things developers have to supervise
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Coping with culture

• Why would a developer want to cope with their 

vw’s culture?

– They could take a laiSsez-faire attitude instead

– whatever evolved would be stronger as a result!

• Well, any vw will almost certainly go belly-

up if left to its own devices

• There’s a power differential between the 

players and the developers. Developers 

have responsibility whether they want it or not

– Lambdamoo, anyone?

• When developers are blamed, players leave

standards

• Not all vw issues can be handled internaLly

– Eg. someone may have a RL problem for which the vw 

is merely a vehicle of expresSion

• Designers must anticipate such problems and 

have systems in place ready for them

• Most such systems have developed over many 
years in small-scale textual worlds

• Large-scale ��������� worlds bring 

new issues

– Eg. commodification – a take on the old social v
gameplay dichotomy that attacks the magic circle 

which previously defended the latter from the former
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Supervising culture

• Why would a developer want to supervise

their vw’s culture?

• To ensure things happen that they want to 

happen

– And that things don’t happen that they don’t

want to happen

• Other possibilities, too:

– The designer is a control freak

– The designer wants promotion to cco

– As a social experiment

– To make everyone haPpy
– oops, yes, those are my player types…

Design goals

• Designers supervise their vw’s culture 

indirectly, through their designs

• The designer’s main goals here are essentially 

practical:

– Making the vw sociaLly aPpealing to newbies

– Minimising the number of direct contacts the players 

need with Customer service

• However, There is also the point that by 

controlling the culture of a virtual world 

designers are controlling its personality

– Ie. their own self-image

• More on this shortly…
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Culture to cope with

• With What sort of culturally-defined things 
will a developer typically want to cope?

• Oh, the usual… The effects of:
– Bugs, Ill-judged Statements by the dev team, Rumours, Bad patches, 

perceived Unfairness, Hackers, crackers, competing VWs, thick players, 
spammers, exploiters, grief players, journalists, generic whingeing, 
unrealistic expectations, use of [bad language, foreign language, scripts, 
hacked clients], habitual tos violations, accidents, hordes of clueless 
newbies, RW events, Inter-player rivalry, Inter-player disputes,  rivalries 
and disputes between groups of players,  rivalries and disputes between 
CS reps, rivalries and disputes between groups of cs reps, Different 
ideas concerning what the VW is about, Players cheating each other, 
Players cheating you, Players cheating themselves (aka Commodification), 
Betrayals (especially cross-gender), Non-acceptance of your authority, RL 
psychopaths, The bizarre and unpredictable…

• As for how to cope with them, that’s another 
talk…

Culture to supervise

• What sort of culturally-defined things will a 
developer typically want to supervise?

• This is rather more nebulous…

• Designers want to REConfigure the players’ 
opinions, attitudes, beliefs, values, customs, …
– In other words, their vw’s culture

• Note: this will usually be a relaxation
rather than a tightening-up
– Designers seek to offer the players something they 
don’t have in rl, which means broadening
horizons – granting frEedoms

– Different designers have different ideas what this 
“something” is, though – artistic dialectics exist
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Designer as artist

• This notion of using virtual worlds to make a 

statement is generally regarded as at best

an indulgence

– At worst, as an experiment in manipulation

• There’s so much designers have to cover, so 

much they have to deal with, so much they 

must do, and so little time to do it, that the 

stuff they don’t have to do takes a very 

distant second place

• Yet this cultural “optional extra” is central to 

the notion of what virtual worlds are about

Design for..?

• are designers designing the vw for the 
community, or the community for the vw?
– That’s like for friends or for hackers in my 

new player type system

• Neither: designers are designing the vw and
the community to reflect aspects of 
themselves

• If designers are prevented from doing this, 
their vw will have no soul

• Priming their vw’s Culture allows designers to 
speak to their players, thence to the world, 
thence to themselves
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conclusion

• I asserted in my book that players play virtual 

worlds to undertake a hero’s journey

• I also asserted that designers design vws for 

the same reason

– To find out who they are

• And once they know?

– The designer is the virtual world

• Through this identity, the designer can affect 

the real world

– Remember this?

• Design virtual worlds and make a difFerence!


